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As we go to press, the Knesset is debating on Israel's peace agreement with 
the Palestine Liberation Organization. Regardless of the outcome, the 

thoughts expressed below by Rabbi Dovid Freund carry a message that we 
believe will continue to be relevant to the readers weeks after the vote. 

THESE DAYS OF AWE IN ISRAEL 
TIMES OF TENSION 

J ews are supposed to be worried 
in EluL as they approach Rosh 
Hashana, the Day of Judg

ment. One who is not afraid, say the 
ba'aleimussar, should be afraid ofhis 
lack of fear. 

It is doubtful that there were many 
in Israel-apart from a small minority 
convinced that the swords had already 
been beaten into plowshares-who 
did not experience feelings of intense 
unease of their own (albeit often com
bined with a host of other emotions) 
with the announcement in early Elul 
of an impending agreement between 
the PLO and Israel. For the majority of 
Israelis whose political consciousness 
has been formed since 1967, the tm-

Dovid Freund, who lives in Jerusalem, wrote 
"'Thinking About Trees: The Jew as Creator.~ JO, 
Jan. '92. 
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placable enmity of the PLO and the 
tmpermissibility of a Palestinian state 
have been viewed as irreducible axi
oms of political life. And for nearly two 
years since the convening of the 
Madrid conference, the negotiations 
with the Palestinians have been con
tinuously described as stalled. For a 
year, the attention of the Israeli public 
has been almost exclusively focused 
on the possibility of an accord with 
Syria and the fate of the Golan Heights 
under such an agreement. 

Then suddenly out of the blue, the 
public is informed that a provisional 
agreement with the PLO has been 
reached and that it will be signed 
within weeks. By the time the Israeli 
public knows anything of the agree
ment it is a fait accompll Having 
raised in America and the rest of the 
world the expectation of imminent 
agreement, Israel can hardly go back 

back without incurring serious con
sequences. (As we are likely to learn 
soon in negotiations with the Pales
tinians over a final settlement, expec
tations once created have a life of 
their own and cannot be easily 
stuffed back into the bottle.) 

MIXED SIGNALS 

Yet even as an interim agree
ment seems a "done deal," the 
govermnent is remarlrnbly reti

cent as to some of the myriad details 
that must have been discussed. Were 
there "under the table" features to this 
agre('ment that are known only to the 
signatories? What further risks might 
they entail? The opposition takes ad
vantage of the void to conjure up vi-
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sions of four hundred thousand Pal
estinians returning in the near future 
to what Is today Israel. When the gov
ernment attempts to parry these 
charges, its own refusal to make pub
lic its approach to this quandary de
prtves it of much credibility. 

The dramatic announcement-re
versing the assumptions of a life
time-leaves most Israelis profoundly 
disortented. One indiciaofthe collec
tive confusion is the wildly fluctuat
ing poll results. Polls taken soon af
ter the announcement show a major
ity of the public opposed to what they 
see as an agreement with the PLO. 
Yet, a week later, after the govern
ment has had a chance to put its spin 
on the agreement, and after the sign
ing ceremony on the White House 
lawn, the polls indicate a majortty in 
favor of the Gaza..Jertcho option. On 
the question of the ultimate disposi
tion of the West Bank, the polls reveal 
an even deeper ambivalence. 

Even as the details of the intertm 
agreement come to light, there is little 
attempt on the part of its chief archi
tects Foreign Minister Shimon Peres 
and Prtme Minister Yitzchak Rabin to 
link that agreement to some vision of 
a final settlement. Peres spends most 
of his time emphasizing what is not 
covered in the intertm agreement
any discussion of the status of 
Jerusalem or of the dismantling of 
settlements. All that means, however, 
is that these issues have been tempo
rartly finessed. But without an agree
ment, these issues were not on the 
agenda either, and prtor to the sign
ing of the agreement it is hard to re
call a time that Israel was under less 
pressure to make concessions, due 
both to the impovertshment of the 
PLO and the domestic policy empha
sis of the Clinton Administration. 

In a stormy Knesset debate, Peres 
reiterates Israeli opposition to a Pales
tinian state. But even as he does so, 
PLO supporters are raising high the 
Palestinian flag in Jerusalem and cel
ebrating what they tell Israel Radio is 
the first stage to statehood. It is hard to 
gainsay Henry Kissinger's conclusion 
that the logic of the intertm agreement, 
which recognizes the Palestinians as a 
distinct national group and the PW as 
their legitimate representative, leads 
ineluctably to a Palestinian state. 
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One senses that the proponents of 
the agreement view the achievement 
of any lntertm settlement, on terms 
Israel can live with, as preferable to 
the status quo. But that is an expres
sion of faith more than the counsel of 
statecraft. The view of prudent states
men throughout the ages has tended 
toward the view: Better the enemy 
you know than the one you do not. 

Whether one supports or 
opposes the agreement 
with the PLO, surely one 
will recognize that it is rife 
with uncertainty and 
fraught with danger ... 

WHO IS FASlilONING THE 
AGREEMENT? 

Tie consensus of GedoleiYisroel 
as always been that consider

ations of pikuach nejesh (the 
saving of Jewish lives) are paramount 
in evaluating any peace treaty with 
the Arabs. That remains true today. 

The problem, however, is finding 
people who are capable of making 
such an evaluation. There was a time 
when the power to make such deci
sions was vested in a Sanhedrin, 
which alone could sanction a mil
chernes reshus (discretionary war). 
Today, decisions of life and death for 
thousands, if not hundreds of thou
sands of Jews, are being made. Do 
Israel's Prtme Minister and Foreign 
Minister really believe that the scope 
of their expertence and the depth of 
their views have earned them the req
uisite stature and entitles them to the 
blind trust of the Jewish People and 
Jewish destiny? 

This agreement is a radical depar
ture from the established situation, 
and invites grave rtsks to the YISlnw, as 
will be spelled out. It is precisely at such 
a time that we seek zechusim. sources 
of mertt, to weigh the divine scales of 
justice in our favor. What do we find In-

stead? 1he New Yorlc Times, in one of 
the many articles devoted to the White 
House signing ceremony, descrtbed the 
elaborate preparations made by the 
White House to assure that eighty in
dividual portions of gourmet kosher 
food be available for the Israeli delega
tion. In the end, however, only one 
member of the Israeli delegation opted 
for the kosher food. What an uncon
scionable Chi/lulHashem, atasensitive 
time when the fate of Am hashochein 
beTzionis being determined! 

These profound reservations, in 
fact, reflect the substance of a letter 
issued by the Ponevezher Rosh 
Hayeshiva, Rabbi Elazar Schach, 
N"1'''>W, countersigned by Rabbi 
Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, Rabbi 
Sholom YosefElyashiv, the Vizhnitzer 
Rebbe, and the Gerer Rebbe, 1-1"1"'71!1. 

JUDGING THE PACT 
BY ITS BACKERS 

0 ur concerns are' only 
strengthened when we recall 
that the most ardent support 

forthe agreement comes from the Ieft
wing Meretz bloc, which has made the 
destruction of all religious values In Is
rael its highest legislative prtortty. 

It may be that by ceding land, Is
rael may have a greater chance of 
achieving peace. But if that is so, 
should it have been the cause for the 
kind of rejoicing the left-wingers en
gaged in at the announcement of the 
pending agreement? Does it not be
tray a total lack of appreciation for the 
special nature of the very soil of Eretz 
Yisroel? Of course we recognize that 
giving up land to the Arabs may be a 
necessity for the sake of securing 
peace, but how can one part with so 
precious a holding without a modi
cum of a sense ofloss! 

On its own terms, the singling out 
of tiny Jericho, from among all the 
Arab cities on the West Bank, for 
special status In the intertm agree
ment, is ironic: The first city con
quered by the Jewish people when 
they entered the Land, its return 
might be seen as signalling the re
nunciation of claims based on the 
Divine promise of Eretz YisroeL 
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CONCESSIONS: FOR SECURITY 
OR GAMBLE? 

E ven under the best possible 
scenario that can be imagined 
for a final settlement-one in 

which Israel maintains her entire se
curity apparatus on the Jordan River, 
the Palestinian entity remains demili
tarized, and Jewish settlements are 
not dismantled, (all of which would 
constitute a limitation on dreams of 
sovereignty, currently tolerated by no 
nation in the world)-it is far from 
clear that Jewish lives will be safer 
than they are today. One hundred and 
fifty thousand Jewish residents of 
Judea and Samaria may still have to 
depend on a Palestinian police force 
for their protection when in transit
for example, from Hebron to Jerusa
lem. Could we truly expect a Palestin
ian police force, especially one com
posed of former PW fighters, as now 
appears likely, to faithfully pursue its 
task? Further, though this force might 
be far from an army, its creation dra
matically increases the number of le
thal weapons in the hands of the Pal
estinians, and thus increases the like
lihood of the terrorist attacks on Jews, 
which are the most distressing aspect 
of the status quo. 

The very weakness of the PLO, 
which allowed Israel to extract certain 
concessions, make it a poor guaran
tor of peace. Israel is negotiating with 
a lawyer who does not represent his 
client. Arafat cannot even guarantee 
the PW's constituency's joining him 
in the renunciation of the covenant 
calling for Israel's annihilation, much 
less that Islamic fundamentalists will 
not gain the upper hand among the 
Palestinians. 

It is argued that by giving the Pal
estinians something they will not 
wish to lose, Israel has provided them 
with the incentive to preserve peace. 
But this argument ignores how cir
cumscribed Israel will be in its ability 
to retake whatever territories it cedes. 
No matter how frequently terrorists 
attack from the Palestinian areas, the 
governing authorities will always be 
able to claim that they are doing ev-
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Confronted with this 
uncertainty, how can we 
help but feel that our 
hope rests entirely with 
Hashem? 

erything that they can do to control 
extremist elements, but are power
less to stop them entirely. Short of a 
Palestinian declaration of war on Is
rael, Israel will find itself without any 
support in the international commu
nity, should it attempt to go back in 
to Palestinian-ruled areas. 

THE BOTTOM LINE 

N so often has been the case in 
he recent past, our familiar 
orld has been turned topsy

turvy overnight. For the second time 
in three years, those world-shattering 
events have taken place in Elul (see 

"Reflections on a Failed Coup," JO, 
Nov. '91). Only now, that dramatic 
transformation is taking place at the 
heart of the world-in Eretz Yisroellt
self, not in Eastern Europe, the 
former Soviet Union, or the sands of 
Kuwait. Indeed, "the future is hurry
ing to come" (Devarim 32:35). 

Whether one supports or opposes 
the agreement with the PW, surely 
one will recognize that it is rife with 
uncertainty and fraught with danger. 
No thinking Jew can help but view the 
future with fear and misgivings, even 
if he thinks that the potential gains 
outweigh the possible losses. Con
fronted with this uncertainty, how 
can we help but feel that our hope 
rests entirely with Hashem? 

Whatever the intentions and cal
culations of the signatories to this 
agreement, our fate is in Hashem's 
hands. That surely is the most impor
tant message of the upheavals we are 
witnessing. By using our present 
trepidation to enhance our recogni
tion of our dependence on Hashem, 
then articulating that dependence in 
heartfelt, desperate te.fillos and trans
lating it into heightened observance of 
the full range of mitzvos--then will we 
perhaps merit to see the blessing of 
peace for all Kial YisroeL • 

YOU ARE! There is so much you can do. To find out more 
about your closest kiruv organization, Torah study center, the next 
scheduled outreach program or weekend, or for the closest 
Judaica center call our Kiruv lnfonnation Hotline. 

1-800-KIRUV-84 
I -X00-5...J 7-888...J 

A Project of Agudath Israel of America· 84 William Street· New York NY 10038 
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Rabbi Shmuel Bloom 

Preparations for Shmittah 

"HE WHO PREPARES FOR 
THE SEVENTH DAY. .... 

R abbi Menachem Mendel 
Mendelsohn. Rav of Moshav 
Komemius. brought alive the 

reality of Shmittah and how it is ob
served in today's times. in a vivid 
analogy: 

A yowig man who has never experi
enced a Shabbos comes upon a volwne 
ofShulchanAruch. He thumbs through 
the pages. perusing the Shabbos 
halachos and learns thatyouaren'tper
mitt.ed wcook or Ughtfiresy onShabbos. 
You're not pennitted to travel or to swim, 
to twn on the radio, or go shopping. 
"What a dreary day the Shabbos must 
be!" he thinks. "People have ro sitarowid 
in the dark all day long and eat cold 
food!"Yetforus, whoknowhowwprop
erly obseroe Shabbos. it is the most joy
ous day of the week. We sit at brightly 

Rabbi Shmuel moom is the Executive Vice Presi
dent of Agudath Israel of Amertca. He was repre
sented in the Dec. '89JO, by KOpportunity Knocks, 
Again. The Russians Are Here. w 
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the Year Gone By , 
tn 

A Report 

from the f ielJs 

lit. tnbles, we eat heisse cholent. sip 
hot tea, andfelly enjoy the day's 
wann spiritual glow. 

But how is this accomplished? 
The secret is in the preparation, 
Chazal tell us, "Mi shetorach b'erev 
Shabbos yochel b'Shabbos" (Avoda 
Zara 3a}. If you prepare properly for 
Shabbos before it arrives. you can twn 
the day into what it was truly meant to 
be: the high point of the week-both in 
tenns of material contentment and 
spiritual peace. 

Shmittah is no different, Rabbi 
Mendelsohn explained. Those of us 
who have never experienced 
Shmittah, naively think that the Sev
enth Year must be a time to be 
dreaded-a year in which a farmer 
must give up his business and sit 
around idly for twelve months with 
absolutely no income and nothing to 
do. In some instances this can be 
true, of course-just as it can be true 
about Shabbos. But generally, Mi 
shetorach b 'erev Shvi'is yochel 

b"Shvi'is. When a per-
son prepares for Shmittah, he can 

comfortably enjoy the fiuits of his la
bors on Shrnittah, 

Desisting from prohibited agricul
tural work, in conformance with the 
Shmittnh laws. does not mean that a 
farmer's livelihood will not be af
fected. By the same token, the Jew 
who closes his store on Shabbos 
surely expects to earn less money, 
v:ivn 11;:i. in the natural order of 
things, than he would if he stays 
open. Yet as C'l'T.li'IT.l 'l:t C'l'T.li'IT.l, a 
people of longstanding faith, we be
lieve that ultimately we do not lose by 
keeping Shabbos. So, too. the farm
ers who abide by HOchos Shvi'is ex
press this same faith-of course, 
much more courageously-that in 
the long run they do not lose. 
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APPLYING THE LESSON 

I never fully understood Rabbi 
Mendelsohn's analogy until this 
year, when I had the opportunity 

to be in Eretz Yisroel on Erev 
Shmittah and I visited a farm to see 
first hand just what kind of prepara
tions are made. 

I contacted Rabbi Avrohom Kliers, 
menahel of KerenHashvi'is*, the or
ganization most responsible for the 
spread of full-fledged Shmittahobser
vance in modem Israel. Through its 
Center for Shmittah Observing Farm
ers, Keren HaShvi'is-founded by the 
venerated Rabbi Binyomin Mendel
sohn, ';>'':!IT, Rav of Komemius-- sends 
representatives throughout the 
length and breadth of Eretz Yisroel 
teaching farmers about Shmittah and 
encouraging them to observe its 
halachos. This year, more than two
and-a-half thousand farmers are ex
pected to do so through its efforts. 

Rabbi Kliers took me to Nir Bonim, 
a small moshavin thewestem Negev. 
The members of the moshav are not 
religious. They were once bonded to
gether as a cooperative, but now, with 
the decline of socialism as an eco
nomic tenet, it has become simply a 
village of independent farmers. We 
stopped at a house with the name 
"IshBayit' posted on the outside, and 
I had the zechus to meet the first in
dependent farmer in Eretz Y'1Sroel to 
respond to Rabbi Mendelsohn's call 
to observe Shmiliah. How this came 
about is a story in itself. 

Mr. !sh Bayit is a descendant of an 
illustrious family. One of his fore
bears was Rabbi Baruch Mordechai 
Llfshitz, the Shedlitzer Rav, one of the 
Gedolei Torah whose nr.i:n:r.i is printed 
In the preface to the Chafetz Chaim's 
sefer on Shmiras Halashon. Many 
years ago, the level of his Torah ob
servance became less similar to that 

'"Keren HaShvi'is iS the only organization whose 
doors are open to any individual fanner or group 
of fanners all over Eretz Yisroel. It is the standard 
bearer of Shmittah observance in any locality that 
boasts a shul and a mikva It assists farmers in 
their observance of Shmittah laws by putting at 
their disposal a team of agricultural instructors, 
themselves Shmittah obsenrers, and by monthly 
grants. pr1mart1y to vegetable fanners, basically 
intended to bridge the gap between whatever a 
farmer, deprived of his agricultural income, can 
earn by seasonal employment and what he needs 
to keep the wolf away from his door. 
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We stopped at a house 
with the name /1 lsh Bayif' 
posted on the outside, and I 
had the zechus to meet the 
first independent farmer in 
Eretz Yisroel to respond to 
Rabbi Mendelsohn's call to 
observe Shmittah. 

of his ancestors, and he moved to Nir 
Bonim. Llfe passed uneventfully for 
him until 1971. That year, he planted 
a large area of his fields with new 
peach trees. By the third year of its 
growth, the orchard had developed 
beautifully, and was already produc
ing peaches ready for market. He and 
his workers joyfully picked the ripe 
peaches, packed them gently in 
boxes, and took them to market. 
These, of course, were forbidden 
fruit-Orlah-but this hardly oc
curred to him. He almost literally 
danced to market, dreaming of all the 
profits the fruit would bring him. In
deed, the price for peaches was high 
at the time and he merrily returned 
home with a truly handsome sum. 

The same evening his joy was in
terrupted when, mysteriously, a 
number of his cows died. But a 
farmer learns to live with adversity, 
and he did not take the news too 
much to heart. 

Two weeks later, the 
second load of forbidden 
peaches was ready for 
market. Mr. !sh Bayit 
again happily traveled to 
market and happily re
turned with his cash. 
That night, the roof of his 
turkey coop caved in, 
killing most of his tur
keys. This time, he be
gan to think. When he 
totalled up the bills for 
replacing his cows and 
turkeys and for 
repairing the ~ "\ 
turkey coop, he " "\ 
realized that the 
losses matched 

the profits from the sale of his 
peaches. Somebody was telling him 
something, but he didn't know what. 

After considerable thinking and 
soul-searching, !sh Bayit was finally 
led to Rabbi Binyomin Mendelsohn 
':>":it-the late Rav of Moshav 
Komemius. Rabbi Mendelsohn began 
teaching him the mitzvos hatluyos 
ba' aretz-the agricultural laws of 
Eretz Yisroe!-illcluding the halachos 
of Orlah, and provided him with a tu
tor who followed up on the details not 
only in these areas, but in mitzvos 
generally. Slowly but surely, !sh Bay:lt 
began to observe halachos more me
ticulously. rroc1ay, he is proud to have 
one son-in-law who is a Dayan in 
Kiryat Sanz in Netanya, a son in 
kollel and another son who has just 
turned down a full university schol
arship in order to learn in yeshiva.) 

When the first Shmittah after these 
events arrived, Rabbi Mendelsohn 
presented Mr. !sh Bayit with a sug
gestion: since the Ribbono Shel Olam 
had sent him such clear messages 
about l'1~ n'l'l':>ni1 n11::ilJ , he should 
keep the mitzva of Shmittah. After 
much thought, he agreed. It was a 
courageous step on his part, and a 
formidable commitment. But he has 
never regretted it. 

In each Shmittah cycle since that 
year, the sixth year-the one before 
Shmittah-has begun with heavy 
debts and growing despair. By the 
end of the stxth year, however, some 
tum of events has always relieved !sh 
Bayit from his debts. 'We can person-



ally attest to the 'v 'tzivisi es birchasi 
b'shana haShvi'is.'" offers Mrs. !sh 
Baylt. "It's miraculous. You have to be 
blind not to see it. In the zechus of the 
Shmittah, each sixth year we see tre
mendous beracha." 

TIUS PAST YEAR'S PRE
SHMITTAH BONUS 

"What happened this year?" I 
asked, my curtosity piqued. 
'Two years ago, there was a 

flood." Mr. !sh Baylt explains. "Half of 
my peach orchard was under water 
and was destroyed. I was ready to 
close down my farm, but Hashem 
knew better. It turned out that prtces 

for peaches were so low at the time of 
harvest that year, that had I sold them 
at market, I wouldn't even have made 
the cost of the boxes. Now that my or
chards were flooded, I received a hefty 
insurance check. The money arrived 
light at the beginning of the sixth year, 
and allowed me to pay off my debts. 
Strange, the ways of Hashem!" 

Since Mr. !sh Baylt's main income 
is from the produce of fruit trees, he 
has it comparatively easy during 
Shmittah 'This is due to the operation 
of the Otzar Beis Din. Because the To
rah forbids the prtvate owner of a field 
to harvest his fruits on the seventh 
year, he must leave his orchards 
hejker, for anyone to enter and eat. 

Suki & Ding Pre 
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Yisroel lsh Bayit is now 
almost ready for Shmittah. 
"Are you worried?" I ask. 
"Sure, I'm worried," he 
answers. "I have many 
expenses. But Hashem has 
helped in the past, and I 
have faith that He'll help in 
the future." 

The remainder is to be left for the ani
mals of the field. But when we are 
dealing with large quantities of fruit 
growing on farms that are distant 
from population centers, a new con
sideration artses. It is wasteful and 
impractical just to allow the produce 
to rot on the trees. The halacha per
mits, under such circumstances, for 
Beis Din to appoint emissartes to har
vest the fruit and to distrtbute it to the 
general public through what is called 
"Otzar Beis Din"-the non-profit food 
supply system of the religious courts. 
The members of the public who ben
efit are only required to pay the Beis 
Din for its distrtbution expenses. 

Mr. !sh Baylt arranges with the 
Komemius Beis Din for his fruits to be 
collected by its Otzar Beis Din and 
distrtbuted at cost. !sh Bayit himself 
is hired by the Beis Din to pick the 
fruit, and is paid a salary-the wages 
of an agricultural worker. (This is 
much less, obviously, than the prof
its he otherwise would have realized 
on the crop, but it is at least enough 
for him to keep food on the table and 
to pay his basic expenses.) 

It isn't all that simple, though, he 
explains. If you abandon a peach tree 
to grow by itself, as many as ten little 
peaches can grow on each branch. 
Each presses against the other and 
the fruits become blemished, render
ing them unmarketable. Duling the 
six regular years, at the beginning of 
the growing season when the fruits 
are very small, Mr. !sh Bayit goes 
through his orchard with special ma
chinery and cuts back all except one 
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or two peaches from each cluster. 
Now, before Shmittah, he must do 
double work. Before Rosh Hashana, 
after making sure to harvest all the 
fruits on the tree that grow during the 
sixth year (for after Rosh Hashana he 
will not be allowed to), he also must 
prune the tree in a specific manner so 
that a minimum of fruit will grow on 
each branch in the coming year. 

When I asked Mr. !sh Baylt what 
he will be doing during the coming 
year, he laughed and said, "It is a lot 
more time consuming to take care of 
fruit trees during Shmittah than you'd 
think, because of the many halachic 
guidelines." 

DEALING WITH GOVERNMENT 
REGULATIONS 

here is yet another major prob
lem that the furmer must con
tend with. The Government of 

Israel controls agriculture in the 
State. Each farmer is allotted water 
and raw materials by the Ministry of 
Agriculture according to the amount 
and type of crops he produces. If one 
parucular year he fails to produce ac
cording to a table of specified targets, 
his ration is reduced for the coming 
years. The same holds true in terms 
of market share. Each farmer has 
specific customers for his produce. If 
he fails to deliver one year, his com
petition may take over his markets. 
One of the major hurdles that Keren 
HaShvi'is had to overcome before it 
could persuade independent furmers 
to observe Shvi'is was to resolve the 
problem of maintaining the levels of 
water and raw materials as well as the 
market share for future years. After 
lengthy negotiations. Agudath Israel 
Members of the Knesset were able to 
arrange that furmers who register with 
Keren HaShvi'is do not lose their re
source allotments or market shares. 

Having harvested his sixth year 
crops, pruned his trees in advance of 
the coming year, joined the Otzar Beis 
Din and registered with Keren 
HaShvi'is, Yisroel !sh Baylt is now al
most ready for Shmittah. "Are you 
worried?" I ask. 

"Sure, I'm worried," he answers. "I 
have many expenses. But Hashem 
has helped in the past, and I have 
faith that He'll help in the future." 
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SPECIALIZED 
PROBLEMS 

Mr. !sh Bayit rep
resents only 
one sector of 

the agricultural eco
nomy. A different set of 
problems is faced, for instance, 
by the animal farmer. Although the 
dinim of Shmittnh do not restrict hus
bandry, they do affect the food sup
ply needed to raise livestock. Farmers 
who normally buy feed must pur
chase it before Shmfttah. They must 
purchase it in advance for eighteen 
months' worth of animal feed-to 
cover themselves until the feed for the 

Unlike the fruit farmer, 
the vegetable grower 
cannot step back and 
watch his produce grow 
by itself. He must plant 
his fields anew each 
year. And planting on 
Shvi'is is forbidden. 

eighth year has been harvested-and 
also pay for storage of all this fodder. 
Tills is beyond the resources and nor· 
mal borrowing capabilities of most 
farmers. One task of KerenHaShvi'is, 
therefore, is to help arrange low inter
est loans for these individuals. 

The difficulties are still greater for 
the vegetable grower. Unlike the fruit 
farmer, he cannot step back and 
watch his produce grow by itself. He 
must plant his fields anew each year. 
And planting on Shvi'is is forbidden. 
Theoretically, he could also rely on the 
ruling of the Chawn !sh, plant before 
Rosh Hashana, and arrange for the 
Otzar Beis Din to harvest his crop. But 
for the Otzar Beis Din system to work, 
there must be a guarantee that suffi
cient numbers of people will demand 
the produce and pay the non-profit 
expenses. Tills is not at all a given. 

Even more difficult are the issues 
confronted by those who grow spices 
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Rabbi Mendelsohn and Rabbi Kliers coriferring 
wtth the author (hidden.from view} 

or flowers. In regard to these crops, 
which do not meet the same kind of 
consumer need, the Chazon !sh never 
Issued his ruling to pennit planting 
before Rosh Hashana. 

Thus, farmers whose livelihoods 
depend solely on vegetables, spices or 
flowers must find other occupations 
forthe Shmtttahyear. !tis these farm
ers who need the bare-subsistence 
subsidies provided by Keren 
Hashvi'is. Many of these individuals 
join the koUelim set up especially for 
the Shomrei Shvi'is. 

STANDl!llG UP TO THE TEST 

I sometimes wonder howwell those 
of us who do not work the land in 
Eretz Yisroel would stand up to 

the nisayon (test) of Shmittah. The 
day before I left Eretz YisroeL I read in 
Hamodta a story related by a maggid 
shil.lr (lecturer) in Torah Veyahadus 
La'am-a government-supported 
program for teaching Torah to lay
men. In his own words: 

For four years, I have been giving a 
shiur in a small town. Lately we were 
studying the halachos ofShmittah. 
Some of the fanners had, in previous 
Shmittos, registered with Keren 
Haslwiis to participate.fully in the keep
ing of Shmittah. Others had relied on 
the helter of "seWng" the land to non
Jews. As the shiur progressed. one of 
the members of the shiur whose busi
ness was the cultivation of roses 
started asking me questions about his 
situation. It seems that in October, 
which is well after RoshHashana, they 
plant the roots and soon afterwards 
they talce the shoots and graft them 
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Such decisions, with 
onto larger rose bushes. I 
explained to him that even 
those who rely on the 
hetter mechira are not per
mitted to perform tasks 
that would violate Torah 
prohibitions againstfarm
ing onShmittah; only rab
binical prohibitions are per
mitted. And the activities 
involved in rose cultiva.tion 
are aU Torah prohibitions. 

tremendous risks and great 
ramifications, are being "Me, too!" 

chimed in an
other member of 
the shiur. "I've 

made all over the land-some 

This fellow, a regular at 
my shiur, never attended a 
Chareidi-type school in his 
Ufe. Moreover, his problem 
was not a simple matter at 
all. His business has a 
$150,000 annual gross. 
This fellow carefully ab
sorbed my words and 
seemed to be letting them 
settle in his mind. 

turning away from opportunities to 
make $150 ,000 ... some even 

decided to keep 
the Shmittah this 
year, with all its 

details, just as we 
have been learning in 

our class." (Hamodia, 
Aug.15, '93) 

more, some much less. All of them 
are heroes, willing to put their 
livelihoods on the line for the sake of a 
mitzva. It makes one feel rather humble: 

Such decisions, 
with tremendous Iisks 

and great ramifications, 
are being made all over the 
land-some turning away 
from opportunities to make 
$150,000 ... some even more, 
some much less. All of them 

His friends tell me that 
after the shiur, he seemed 
to be agonizing over a prob
lem, turning something 

Would we be willing to do the same? 

over in the sealed privacy of his 
thoughts. 

Today, two weeks after that shiur 
on Hilchos Shviis, this fellow stood up 
at the start of the session and pro-

claimed in a festive tone for aU present, 
"I've made up my mind. if it's not al
lowed. then I'm not doing it! I'm abstain
ing from working my rose bushes for 
the Shmittah year." 

are heroes, willing to put 
their livelihoods on the line for the 
sake of a mitzva 

It makes one feel rather humble: 
Would we be willing to do the same? • 
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DISPELUNG THE MYTHS, FINDING THE TRUTH 

David Landau's study of the Chareidi world 
and the light it casts on the perspectives and biases 

of secular journalism in Israel. 

Yonason Rosenblum 

. 

hen the former managing editor ofThe Jerusalem Post, at a time when the 
paper was characterized by its ceaseless attacks on the Chareidi world, writes an account of that 

world that is remarkably cavalier in its approach to facts, and frequently degenerates into a highly tendentious 
polemic, it is hardly news. What gives significance to David Landau's Piety and Power: The World of Jewish Funda
mentalism is the light cast on Israeli secular journalism. As news editor oflsrael's most respected daily, Haaretz, 
and Israeli bureau chief of the Jewish Telegraph Agency (which provides virtually all information on Israel in 
Anglo-Jewish publications, both religious and not), his views of the Chareidi world can be fairly assumed to reflect 
those of Israeli journalists in general. For this reason, the tiook merits extensive analysis, exploring in detail some 
of the issues it touches. In addition, the publicity surrounding Tom Dine's resignation as Executive Director of 
A/PAC, as a result of a remarkably indiscrete interview with Landau, likely assures the book a wide readership 
among Jews who have never met a ChareidiJew and whose credulity concerning this group is boundless. 

To be sure, Piety and Power is far from 
unremitting vitriol. In many places, 
Landau writes with affectionate regard, 
particularly ofChassidim. (The interviews 
with the Bos toner Rebbe and Boyaner 
Rebbe are particularly good.) But even os 
a work of academic sociology or anthro
pology, to which it has certain preten
sions, Piety and Power must be adjudged 
an abject failure by virtue of the author's 
apparent inability to penetrate the 
Chareidi mindset. Ultimately, the most 
disappointing aspect of Piety and Power is 
its unremitting shallowness. 

Yonuon Rosenblum, a regular contributor to 
these pages, is the author of Reb Yaakov, a biogra~ 
phyofRabbiY. Karnenetsky, i,~::n. and, With Meyer 
Birnbaum, of the forthcoming biography, Second 
Ueutenant Meyer Birnbaum-both published by 
ArtScroll. 
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A. Insiders and Outsiders 

.Nthropological investigations 
of foreign cultures can be wrtt
en either from the perspective 

of the "outsider" observing certain 
phenomena, but with little under
standing of their meaning for mem
bers of that culture, or from that of 
the "insider" conveying the culture's 
beliefs and rituals through the eyes of 
its rriembers. "Outsiders" are like 
those who observe people coming and 
going from a house and attempt to 
deduce what is going on inside on the 
basis of those observations. EVen in 
those sections of Piety and Power that 

are primruily descriptive-Le .. those 
in which the author's Zionist ideol
ogy, liberal politics, and i'nodernist 
theology have not completely hi
jacked his presentation-Landau re
mains a resolute outsider, his per
spective that of the quintessential 
modern man. (He frequently remarks 
on how odd different Chareidi beliefs 
and practices must seem to the mod
ern reader.) 

The reader of Piety and Power un
familiar with Chareidi life will learn 
the difference between a spudic and 
a shtreimel, and which Chassidic 
sects wear what kinds of stockings, 
and how they wind their peyos. but 
little of the internal life of a Chareidi 
Jew from the time he says "Modeh 
Anf' upon awakening to "Hamnpif' 
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upon going to bed. For all his refer
ence to the intricate details of the 
halacha-its .. minutiae," as he Is 
pleased to call it-Landau gives no 
account of how the observance of the 
halacha molds the life of its adher
ents. It is enough for him to list, for 
instance, some of the harchokes--the 
specifics of family purity-and ques
tion their continued validity. He never 
inquires as to their deeper meaning or 
the effect of their observance on a 
Jewish marriage. 

In a chapter on what he calls the 
halachic pillars of Chareidi life
Kashrus, Shabbos and family pu
rity-Landau describes from left (Re
form) to right ( Chareid~ the obser
vance of these mitzoos. The effect is 
to make those differences seem like 
nothing more than lifestyle choices 
(which, of course, to the modern man 
everything is). In all these areas, 
Landau makes it seem as if Chareidi 
practice is best explained in terms of 
a collective neurosis, a continual 
craving for ever new stringencies. 
Thus he claims that a generation ago 
virtually all Orthodox Jews were con
tent to eat anything whose listed in
gredients did not contain animal 
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Throughout, Landau 
evaluates and describes the 
Chareidim in borrowed 
categories that distort more than they enlighten. The 
problem begins with the book's subtitle: "The World 
of Jewish Fundamentalism." 

byproducts, but today no Chareidi 
would consider eating anything with
out a recognized hechsher (certifica
tion). He does not even discuss why 
the technologies of modern food pro
duction render the older approach 
halachically no longer tenable, if it 
ever was. Landau notes that the 
Chareidi Shabbos is not just a check
list of "do's and donts," but an at
tempt to totally distinguish the day 
from the rest of the week. On the ba
sis of this observation, he argues im
plausibly that "halacha is changing 
for haredim too, but it is changing by 
adopting new requirements and re
quiring greater stringency in the ful
fillment of old ones." In truth, how
ever, the absolute distinctiveness of 
Shabbos in thought and speech is 
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firmly rooted in the traditional under
standing of the day's holiness. 

One of the defining and most "alien
ating" characteristics of "haredisim," 
according to Landau, is the "blind 
obeisance" to rabbis. Chareidim, 
Landau assures his readers, consult 
their rabbis or rebbes on every aspect 
of life and obey that advice as ifit were 
a halachic ruling. Indeed, the concept 
of daas Torah is a defining character
istic of Chareidilife, and its expression 
in everyday life is an important sub
ject. Had Landau bothered to enter 
into the Chareidi world, rather than 
just read a few secondary sources and 
repeat caricatures, he could have 
made a valuable contribution here. 

Such an investigation would have 
shown significantly different patterns 
of seeking advice between various 
subgroups in the Chareidi world. 
Rather than blindly placing eveiy life
decision in the hands of one rabbi, 
most Chareidim consult with a large 
number of talmidei chachamim they 
respect; with whom they consult of
ten depends upon the nature of the 
issue involved. Moreover, it Is often 
the most learned, who have thought 
most deeply about a particular issue, 
who are most likely to consult with 
others. Above all, Landau would have 
learned, had he bothered to inquire, 
that few Chareidim confuse the con
cept of daas Torah-the belief that 
since the Torah is G-d's blueprint for 
the world, those who have steeped 
themselves most completely in the 
Torah, and thereby purified them
selves of personal biases, are the best 
guides-with, lehavdil, papal infalli
bility. It is generally acknowledged 
that on both communal and indi
vidual issues great sages can dis
agree, just as they disagree on points 
ofhalacha. 
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B. Aliens In Our Midst 

D espite having been raised in 
a home with Chassidic roots, 
and having attended a promi

nent Israeli yeshiva for a brief period, 
Landau's vantage point on Chnreidi 
life remains essentially that of the 
voyeur, the writer of travelogues to 
exotic lands. As such, his preference 
is for curtosa and exotica, no matter 
how little light they cast on the 
Chnreidiexperience. He devotes a full 
chapter to the Baba Baruch and the 
annual hilula-celebration held at the 
grave of the Baba Sali, despite the fact 
that virtually no Chareidim attend. 
Another chapter is devoted to the 
views of Neturei Karta, though the 
group probably numbers no more 
than fifty families and enjoys some
thing like pariah status in the 
Chnreidicommunity. 

One suspects that Landau deliber
ately wants to emphasize the "alien
ness" of the Chareidi world precisely 
to ensure that ignorant Jews will not 
feel challenged to inquire further into 
the nature of traditional Jewish belief. 
That would explain his curiously 
truncated discussion of the ba'al 
teshuva movement. Following his 
methodology throughout the book, in 
which his interviews with Chareidim 
are confined to those with institu
tional positions, Landau spoke to a 
few heads of ba'al teshuva institu
tions, but not real live ba' a1ei teshuva 
Had he attempted to convey, tn their 
own words, how thousands of ba'alei 
teshuvawith the finest of secular edu
cations, and many of whom continue 
to pursue secular careers at the peak 
of their professions, came to tradi
tional Jewish belief, that belief might 
not have seemed so totally foreign. 

C. On Whose Terms? 

Tioughout, Landau evaluates 
and describes the Chareidim in 

orrowed categories that dis
tort more than they enlighten. The 
problem begins with the book's sub
title: "'The World of Jewish Fundamen
talism" Landau only once mentions 
1 Chareid.im. says Landau, are Talmudic funda
menta1ists, by which he means that they believe 
that the Tannaim, Amoraim {rabbis of the Mis/ma 
and the Talmud), and Rishonim (commentar1es, 
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the term fundamentalism and no
where attempts to justify it. 1 A term 
first used to describe the belief of the 
certain Protestant sects in the literal 
truth of the Bible seems an odd one 
to apply to Judaism, which is based 
on the simultaneous giving of an oral 
tradition along with the wrttten text, 
and in which there is scarcely a word 
in either the wrttten or oral tradition 
that is not the subject of commentmy 
upon commentary. The use of the 
term is an only slightly more subtle 
version of "the world of Jewish 
Komeinism." Elsewhere Landau re
fers to "puritanical" Chareidim. By 
loosely using "puritanical" for all 
those who look askance at current 
secular mores, Landau completely 
distorts Jewish views of personal mo
rality. 

In a discussion of the tzaddtkim 
produced in yeshivos, Landau com
pares them to mystics in an Eastern 
ashram or monks in a monastery. 
But that comparison obscures the 
point entirely. Far from being isolated 
and removed from society, these 

circa 12th-15th centuries) simply did not make 
mistakes or overlook relevant material. That belief, 
however. is not just an a priori prtnctple. It iS con
firmed by the experience of anyone who has ever 
learned seriously. As Rabbi Aharon Kotler, 771', 
once said, after solving a difficult passage in Rabbi 
Ak1va Elger: ·1 am convinced that I only merited to 
solve this Rabbi Akiva Eiger because not once in 
the eighteen years I worked on it did it ever occur 
to me that the problem lay with Rabbi Akiva Elger 
rather than myself. ft The mathematical rigor ofTa1-
mudic thought and all true chiddush dertves from 
the refusal to dismiss out of hand any statement 
of a RishDn, much less a Tanna or Amora. 

A Jaw student asked to describe the principle 
running through five related contracts cases al
ways has the luxury ofignortng two as wrongly de
cided-the product of the judge's stupidity or 
dyspepsia that day. Not so the student of Gemora. 
That may explain why most U.S. Supreme Court 
decisions are wrttten by bright young law clerks, 
who first opened a law book four years earlier, while 
virtually no one, no matter how bright. can become 
a major talmid chacham with less than fifteen to 
twenty years of intensive learning. 

tzaddtkim are at the center of com
munal life; nor do they cut them
selves off from any aspect of normal 
human life. 

In some cases, this b01Towing of 
terminology leads the author himself 
to genuine confusion. Power and Pi
ety begins with a description of Rabbi 
Elazar Menachem Schach's dramatic 
announcement in Yad Eliyahu sta
dium that Degel Hatorah would not 
join a Labor-led government, and the 
author refers to Rabbi Schach's 
speech several more times. Rabbi 
Schach's decision was, in Landau's 
view, a betrayal of his own "dovish" 
views on territorial compromise. Else
where he seems puzzled by the link
age of what he calls "dovish" politics, 
on the one hand, and what he terms 
a strong streak of Chareidi "Jewish 
chauvinism," on the other. (His evi
dence for the latter is based on cita
tions from 'TheJewishPress.)2 

Had he penetrated the categories 
of Chareidi thought, rather than 
evaluated it in his own terms of po
litical reference, many of the alleged 
contradictions would have vanished. 
To the believing Jew, the =itral event 
in human history was G-cl's revela-

2 Landau cannot forgive Rabbi Schach for having 
blocked Labor's ascension to power in 1989, itnd 
makes him into the bete-noireofthe book. No mo
tivation is too venal to be attributed to him; no 
charge too wild. He makes no atternpt to explain 
Rabbi Schach's unparalleled stature in the yeshiva 
world. In response to Rabbi Schach's heartfelt plea 
to the nation concerning the widespread ignorance 
of Yorn Kippur and the raising of rabbits for con
sumption on kibbutzim. Landau describes approv
ingly a newspaper cartoon the next day shOWing a 
graveyard of soldiers who fell in the Yorn Kippur 
War with the caption, "They don't lmowwhatYom 
Kippur :Is.~ He seems totally unable to appreciate 
that this is no rebuttal to Rabbi Schach. Soldiers 
who fall in Israel's wars are unquestionably entitled 
to our deepest respect and gratitude; they are in
deed kedoshim-holy martyrs. But serving in the 
army, even dying in the army, does not transform 
one into almowledgeable or observant Jew. unless. 
of course, army service is elevated tc- the status of 
the only mitzua. 

Considering a move 
toMOJVSEY? 
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tion of the Torah to His Chosen People 
at Sinai. G-d's choosing of the Jewish 
people means that it Is the Jewish 
people through whom His ultimate 
plan for the world is fulfilled, and that 
eachindividualJew, whose soul-root 
was present at Sinai, has a unique 
role to play in the realization of G-d's 
plan. For this reason, Chareidim feel 
no embarrassment in placing an ul
timate value on the preservation of 
Jewish life, and are less concerned 
with "the legitimate rights of the Pal
estinian people to self-determination" 
or any other value where recognition 

In a discussion of the 

tzaddikim produced in 

yeshivos, Landau 

compares them to 

mystics in an Eastern 

ashram or monks in a 

monastery. 

But that 

comparison 

obscures the 

point entirely. 

of those rights will 
endanger Jewish lives. At the same 
time, the ultimate value to Jewish life 
leads to support for territorial com
promise where that appears to be the 
course best designed to lessen the 
danger to Jews. 

But obviously, if Jews are G-d's 
chosen, they can only fulfill their role 
when they do His will. Thus, when
ever one Israeli party Is deemed to 
pose a greater threat of alienating 
Jews from Torah and mitzvos, the 
other one must be preferred. In Rabbi 
Schach's judgment-a judgment 
well-founded on past history and 
borne out by subsequent events--La
bor and Meretz posed the greater 
danger in this regard. The immediate 
danger to Jewish souls, in his view, 
outweighed any speculative chance of 
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a Labor government negotiating a 
true and lasting peace with Israel's 
Arab neighbors. 

D. When Ridicule Replaces 
Aryument 

T he political philosopher Leo 
Strauss once wrote that 
Spinoza, finding himself un

able to refute Judaism on philosophi
cal grounds, resorted to ridicule. So 
does Landau. He refers repeatedly to 
the Chareidi belief in G-d's interven
tion in this world and their theology 
ofreward and punishment. Both be
liefs are cited as if merely stating 
them were their own refutation. 3 

Landau refrains from mentioning 
that both prtnciples are among the 
fundamentals of Jewish belief 
throughout history, and a theology 
not based on them, whatever else it 
may be. is not Judaism. 

Another "Chareidi" belief is that 
the Oral and Written Torah were 
given simultaneously. History, how
ever, shows, says Landau, that the 
law developed. For example, accord
ing to the modem view-contrary to 
all Talmudic discussion on the 
topic-the lex talionis, "an eye for an 
eye," "developed" from a literal law 
into a rule for monetary compensa
tion. Significantly, Landau feels no 
need to show a shred of evidence that 
Jews ever employed any rule other 
than monetary compensation. Nor 
does he deal with the obvious fact 
that the Written Law is simply unin
telligible if one does not posit a simul
taneously given Oral Law. What, for 
instance, does it mean "to guard the 
Shabbos"? 

In a revealing passage, Landau 
writes that "the Modern-Orthodox 
find themselves in constant tension 
trying to reconcile a modem outlook 
with Orthodoxy's fundamental (fun
damentalist) ahistoricism ... ." (In 
other words, so-called Chareidi be
liefs are those that Jews have always 
believed, but which non-Chareidim 
today find difficult to accept and/or 

3 The belief In reward and punishment is a far cry 
from ever claiming that we know the precise cause 
for any event at either the individual or national 
level. That requires prophecy. Landau does cite a 
couple examples of crude attempts to link specific 
events to specific sins. 
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Obviously, if Jews are G-d's 
chosen, they can only fulfill 
their role when they do His 
will. Thus, whenever one 
Israeli party is deemed to pose a greater threat of alienating Jews from Torah and 
mitzvos, the other one must be preferred. 

live by.) Landau's resolution of the 
Modern-Orthodox tension seems to 
be that of the "blilliant British rabbi 
and scholar Dr. Louis Jacobs" (a "pro
gressive" clergyman, who is the bane 
of England's Orthodoxy): The Torah is 
not. chas ve' shalom, the "unmediated 
word of G-d." but the product of Di
vine inspiration and human creativ
ity. Such a view can be used to justify 
any and every level of halachic obser
vance, since that process of inspira
tion and creativity is of necessity on
going, and any Jew can claim Divine 
inspiration for whatever he chooses to 
observe. Presumably the Reform 
movement, which adopted patrilineal 
descent as a basis of Jewish identity, 
is perfectly comfortable with Jacobs' 
view-proud both of its creativity and 
inspiration. 

If Landau is right-that this is, in 
fact, the unspoken attitude of many 
Modem Orthodox Jews-he may have 
explained one of the most remarkable 

statistics in his book. Reev Robert 
Brenner, in a study of Holocaust sur
vivors in Israel, found that of those 
raised in "ultra-Orthodox" homes, 
sixty-one percent retained their par
ents' level of observance. Of those 
raised in "moderate" Orthodox homes, 
only nine percent retained even their 
parents' level of observance. 4 

E. OfFactAndFiction 

Piety and Power could, in fact, 
have benefitted greatly from a 

more scholarly apparatus, or at 
the very least some indication of the 
sources for the "facts" cited. There are 
hundreds of assertions garbed as 
facts for which the unbiased reader 
would like to know the source of evi
dence. Some of the errors seem rela
tively innocent: "K" is a recognized 
hechsher; chassan and kallah must 
bid farewell after the religious cer
emony and spend the rest of their 
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wedding apart; "the late Steipler Rav 
(born to Homesteipler Chassidim
Y.R.] was a mitnaged." Others are 
outright untruths or totally unsup
ported assertions--e.g., "Many of the 
rioters (in a riot following the murder 
of two Jewish teenagers and in which 
an Arab father or six was killed] were 
yeshiva students"; "there is little mis
sionary activity in Israel today"; 
"many a Borough Park hasid and his 
wife are to be found at the pool tables 
and roulette wheels of Atlantic City on 
a Saturday night, or ... besporting 
themselves on a Florida beach." 

In general, Landau has a way of 
making arguments with loaded lan
guage and rhetorical tricks. Thus he 
characterizes as a halachic "sleight of 
hand devised" to solve the problem of 
mamzeirus, Rabbi Moshe Feinstein's 
ruling that the children are not 
mnmzeirim. where their mother was 
previously married to another Jew 
only by civil ceremony, or by a non-

. . 
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Orthodox clergyman, and did not ob
tain a get from her first husband. In 
those few words he distorts the entire 
halachic process. Needless to say, he 
makes no attempt to show that Rabbi 
Feinstein's psak was not firmly 
rooted in the relevant sources. 

There are many factual assertions, 
designed to seive Landau's polemical 
purposes, which will strike anyone 
with a little knowledge of the subject 
as laughable. Thus he labels it "an un
assaHable truth: the Lubavitcher 
Rebbe has indeed been the dominant 
haredi personality of the post-war 
era." Had he said that the Rebbe is the 
best-known figure to non-religious 
Jews, he would have been on much 
firmer ground, but Lubavitch's influ
ence within the Chareidi world itself 
has been negligible. A few pages later, 
Landau asserts that "the uniqueness 
of current Sephardi haredism is the 
unanimous reverence for [Rabbi 
Ovadiah Yosef]." 1his at a time when 
the yeshiva-oriented Sephardim could 
more accurately be described as 
unanimous in their rebellion against 
the Shas party's continued participa
tion in the government. 

II. 

I n the third section of the book, 
Landau becomes more overtly po
lemical, as he gets to the real bone 

of his contention with the Chareidim: 
their anti-Zionism. He expresses 
genuine amazement that the Holo
caust changed nothing about 
Chareidi rejection of Zionism as the 
solution to the Jewish problem. The 
fact that the Jews of Palestine es
caped the horrors of the Holocaust, in 
his view, is a conclusive proof for Zi
orusm, and he indicts Chareidi lead
ers for not having encouraged their 
followers to come to Palestine. 

What his argument chooses to ig
nore is that history has proven, not 
refuted, the original religious critique 
of Ziorusm: that Jewish nationalism 
would come at the expense of Jewish 
religion. He himself admits in a gra
cious aside that "there is a solid ba
sis of fact" to the charge that the Is
raeli government of the 50s led a sus
tained campaign to divest the hun
dreds of thousands of newcomers 
from Arab lands of their religious ob-
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seivance. (See "Kulturkampf in the 
Holy Land," JO, Oct. '91.) 

While various important religious 
figures did come to Israel before the 
war-most notably the Chazon !sh, 
and for a period of time the Gerrer 
Rebbe, whose Chassidim founded 
Bnei Brak-it is true that there was a 
widespread and legitimate fear of 
what would happen to the religious 
obsetvance of immigrants to Pales
tine. By the time there was an immi
nent threat to Jewish life in Europe 
(and not just the type of discrimina
tory laws that Jews had lived with for 
centuries). the British had almost 
completely closed the gates to Pales
tine. In addition, as Landau admits in 
an aside. the Jewish Agency discrimi-

Landau's argument 
chooses to ignore that 
history has proven, not 
refuted, the original 
religious critique of 
Zionism: that Jewish 
nationalism would come 
at the expense of Jewish 
religion. 

nated sharply against Chareidim in 
the allocation of immigration docu
ments. Finally, even if figures such as 
the Chafetz Chaim and Rabbi Meir 
Simcha ofDvinsk did foresee a loom
ing national tragedy. teshuva rather 
than flight to Palestine was the pre
scribed response. Palestine was not 
inherently more secure than many 
parts of Europe. Had Rommel been 
victorious at El Amein, the Jews of 
Palestine would have been as vulner
able as those of Europe. 

m. 

T wo areas of Chareidi life to 
which Landau gives extended 
attention are the Torah learn

ing of both laymen and yeshiva stu
dents, and the economic structure of 

the community, in particular Cha
reidi philanthropy. On the latter 
point. he admits that the degree and 
peivasiveness of Chareidi charity is 
unprecedented in history, and that 
this generosity extends from the 
wealthiest members of the commu
ruty to the poorest. He also notes in 
passing that secular Israelis are far 
less likely to give of either their time 
or money. 

lrutially, Landau appears to be al
most as impressed by the quantity 
and quality of Chareidi learrung. He 
writes of the dedication and excite
ment found in yeshivas and how a 
learning revolution has permeated all 
strata of Chareidisociety to a remark
able degree. He does not deny the 
great Talmudic scholars have more 
"bytes" of information in their heads 
than secular scholars, but attributes 
that to their constant review. That 
"but" is telling, for the constant review 
in no way diminishes the achieve
ment. Precisely because Chareidistu
dents view the Torah as the word of 
G-d, and Torah learrung as the high
est mitzva, are they driven to review 
constantly. 

But if one hand giveth, the other 
taketh away. Landau then proceeds 
to question whether Chareidi learn
ing is all that it is cracked up to be. 
He asks ifit is really possible to do any 
serious learrung 1n the cacophony of 
a beis midrash amongst screaming 
chavrusas, and contrasts the tumult 
of the beis midrash to the regnant si
lence oflibraries. lf he were a little less 
culturally bound, Landau might have 
appreciated that the chavrusasystem 
is virtually guaranteed to maximize 
intellectual acuity. The necessity to 
constantly try to carry the day against 
a partner posed to refute any unten
able or unproven statement develops 
minds in a way that the passive ab
sorption of material from a teacher or 
book never can. Far from being a ref
uge for the "less academically in
clined," as Landau asserts, the 
chavrusasystem is the opposite. One 
can hide in the classroom. but no one 
will tolerate a perpetually sleepy or 
inattentive chavrusa 

Chareidim are also hidebound in 
their method of learning, Landau 
claims. He want to know why they are 
not found gathered around computer 
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mainframes. "Since analogizing and 
distinguishing are the bread and but
ter of yeshiva learning, why can't this 
be done by electronic intelligence?" he 
wonders. It is hard to know whether 
the question betrays a greater igno
rance of Talmudic learning or of com
puters. (Of the former, Landau gives 
ample evidence, as, for instance, 
when he describes Rashi as a "sim
plifier.") One wonders what would be 
the reaction of his secular readers if 
he were to have written instead: Why 
read Kant? Let's just put the answers 
on computer. 

Landau quotes a number of 
"experts" on the quality of 
Chareidilearning. One of these 
is (Conservative) Professor 
Jacob Neusner who insists 
that the assimilation of learn
ing is lamentably absent in 

If he were a little 

less culturally 

bound, Landau 

might have 

appreciated that the 

derstanding in shiurim for ba' ale 
battim he attended. Professor 
Heilman at least had the good grace 
and humility to admit that in the 
most Chareidi of those shiurim, he 
quickly found himself unable to fol
low and falling asleep. 

Chareidileaming is also marred by 
massive dissembling and hypocrisy, 
Landau claims; yeshiva students illic
itly resort to all sorts of frowned-upon 
study aids, and Chareidi scholars 
plagiarize non-Chareidi scholars. No 
support is offered for either point. 

chavrusa system is virtually guaranteed to maximize 

intellectual acuity .... One can hide in the classroom, 

but no one will tolerate a perpetually sleepy or 

inattentive chavrusa. 

modem Chareidi learning, and but
tresses his point by citing the lack of 
knowledge of his students after a year 
of study in an Israeli yeshiva. Landau 
neglects to mention that Neusner is 
talking about his students at Brown 
University after one year in a ba'al 
teshuva yeshiva. Neusner's qualifica
tions to judge are also suspect. His 
own teacher in the Jewish Theological 
Seminary, Professor Saul Lieberman, 
wrote, shortly before his death, that 
Neusner's translation of the 
Yernshalmi (Jerusalem Talmud) was a 
travesty filled with howlers on every 
page. 

Landau also quotes Professor 
Samuel Heilman on the level of un-

Landau cites the fact that the lengthy 
Encyclopedia Talmudica entry on 
electricity ignores Rabbi Goren's writ
ings on the subject, but ignoring 
someone is quite the opposite of 
unannotated plagiarism. 

Landau acknowledges that 
Chareidi and non-Chareidi scholar
ship pass each other by but does not 
explain why. The former is concerned 
with discerning the Divine Will in the 
halacha; the latter primartly sees the 
Talmud as a source for historical in
formation. While there may be times 
that it is interesting to know about 
Greek and Roman coins in the Tal
mud, or the constntction of various 
boats mentioned, or the precise dates 
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of various Tannaim, Amoraim, or 
Ba' alei Tosafos, that information vety 
rarely casts light on underlying 
halachic principles. Thus, when a 
certain Professor Ta-Sluna finds the 
notes at the bottom of an annotated 
volume of a Rishon to be "needless, 
useless encrustation,'' he reveals as 
much about the focus of his own 
learning as that he is commenting on. 

:rv. 

Tie most widely discussed sec
on of Piety and Power is likely 
o be the sixth, "Spectre of 

Schism," in which Landau argues that 
the Jewish people is threatened by a 
coming schism and lays the blame 
squarely at the door of the Chareidim. 
Itwaspresumablythissectionthathis
torian Howard Sachar was refening to 
when he termed the book "an impor
tant contribution to understanding one 
of the most ominous dangers to the 
State of Israel, and indeed to the Jew
ish people in its entirety.'' 

To make his argument, Landau 
displays a rare degree of intellectual 
obtuseness and/ or blatant commer
cial pandering. What is more, he 
never bothers to define what he 
means by any of the key terms he re
peats like a litany: schism, Jewish
ness, the Jewish nation. 

Of course, schism is not coming; it 
is already here. The vast majority of 
today's unaffiliated, Reform, and 
Conservative Jews are in both prac
tice and belief as far from traditional 
Judaism as the Sadducees and 
Karaites of bygone days. (In one pas
sage that would be funny If it were not 
so sad, Landau argues that doctrinal 
and ritual differences are actually 
lessening because the Reform move
ment is no longer anti-Zionist and is 
incorporating more Hebrew into its 
services. One wonders what religious 
doctrines and rituals are being de
scribed.) 

At least as a matter of formal logic, 
it is true that the Orthodox are to 
blame for the schism. If there were no 
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Orthodox, there would be no schism. 
On the other hand, there would also 
not be, within one or two generations, 
any Jews identifiable as such. 

Remarkably, Landau manages to 
discuss the coming schism while 
barely touching on the frightening 
statistics concerning Jewish assimi
lation today: the over-fifty-percent 
rate of intermarriage outside oflsrael, 
the hundreds of thousands born 
Jewish who define themselves as 
having no religion or a religion other 
thanJudaism, the thousands of Jews 
in cults, whose thirst for spirituality 
was not satisfied by denominations 
embarrassed to talk about G-d and 
whose evety idea is shaped by pass
ing cultural fads. Along with the 
plummeting religious identity has 
gone any sense of national identity. 
The State of Israel is the mainstay of 
American Jewish consciousness. Yet 
the vast majority of American Jews, 
a well-travelled lot by nature, have 
never even visited Israel. With each 
passing year, it becomes more and 
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At least as a matter of formal 
logic, it is true that the 
Orthodox are to blame for the 
schism. If there were no 
Orthodox, there would be no 
schism. On the other hand, 
there would also not be, within 
one or two generations, any 
Jews identifiable as such. 

more difficult to muster political or fi
nancial support for Israel, and the fu
ture in this regard looks bleak Indeed. 
A more Inquiring mind than Landau's 
might have asked himself after the 
Dine interview what it betokens when 
prominent American Jewish spokes
men express discomfort being 
around those too blatantly Jewish In 
their behavior (i.e.,Jews daveningon 
EIAI flights), or their preference for the 
German national airline. 

And who is to blame for this situa
tion? The Orthodox, of course. Not a 
word about those Jews who do what
ever they want without the slightest 
concern about the Torah·s dictates, 
and then cry "foul" when the Ortho
dox refuse to place a Jewish imprima
tur on their actions. Landau quotes 
with apparent approval the conclu
sion of "a widely acclaimed study" by 
sociologist Charles Silberman that 
Orthodoxy's rejection of mixed mar
riages is the deepest cause of the 
evolving schism. And what about 
mixed marriage itself? one wonders. 
It is precisely the ubiquity of inter
marriage that makes it Impossible for 
any Orthodox Jew to accept at face 
value the claim of a Jew from a non
observant family that he or she is 
halachically permitted to marry. 

Conversion Problems 

Among the Orthodox, it is the 
Chareidim In particular whose 
stiff-necked obstinance is the 

root of the problem, Landau claims. He 
begins his discussion by quoting Ye
shiva University president Dr. Norman 
Lamm to the effect that dialogue and 
possibly even accommodation might 
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be possible between Orthodoxy and 
Reform if all attempts at compromise 
were not foiled by Chareidihardliners. 
Dr. Lamm does not specify what Or
thodox compromise would stop inter
marriage, keep Jews out of cults, etc. 

Dr. Lamm's bitterness was occa
sioned by the failure of his scheme to 
create a joint conversion panel, com
prised of Reform, Conservative, and 
Orthodox representatives, which 
would recommend candidates for con-
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version to an Orthodox beis din. 
Lamm calls the efforts of Rabbi Moshe 
Sherer, president of Agudath Israel of 
America, to defeat the proposal, 'The 
most damaging thing he did in his 
forty-year career.'' Neither Lamm nor 
Landau take note of the fact that 
Rabbi Sherer was acting on the direc
tives of the foremost halachaauthori: 
ties of our time. Nor do they attempt 
to answer the question that was posed 
to proponents of the proposal in the 
Chareidi press for months on end: 
What about the acceptance of mitzva 
observance, which Is a fundamental 
requirement for conversion? 
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Presumably. Conservative and Re
form participation in the plan was con
tingent on their understanding that 
their candidates would be duly con
verted by the Orthodox beis din. But 
how would that beis din square the 
identification of the converts with 
movements which explicitly reject 
halacha, with the requirement of ac
ceptance of mitzvos?That could only be 
done if the beis din turned a blind eye 
to the unlikely mitzvaobservance of the 
proposed converts and satisfied itself 
with mila and tevilla (circumcision for 
males. immersion in a mikva for all 
converts). Such a course would have 
made a mockeiy of conversion, a point 
Dr. Lamm never deigned to rebut. 

Discussion of the joint conversion 
panel leads naturally to another of 
the major tragedies of our times: the 
false conversion scandal. Landau de
votes much attention to this subject, 
though typically what concerns him 
is not the fact of widespread conver
sions with no intent to keep rnitzvos, 
but rather Chareidi refusal to accept 
such conversions. Thus he spends a 
full chapter on the Paula Cohen case, 
and the efforts of the Orthodox to 
"strip Mrs. Cohen of her Jewishness," 
which he says highlights "the indi
vidual suffering" behind the legalistic 
(i.e .. halachic) disputes. Landau thus 
joins a long line of critics of Judaism, 
going back to the first Christians. who 
have chosen to attack Judaism for 
the cruelty of the law. In cases involv
ing halachic status. which frequently 
affect innocent offspring. this is al
ways easy to do. The culpability of the 
children's parents is always ignored. 

Briefly. the facts of the Cohen case 
are: Paula Cohen was converted by 
former Chief Rabbi Goren in June, 
1981, while living on a non-religious 

Rabbi Aryeh Schechter 
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kibbutz. became pregnant shortly 
thereafter, and three months later 
was married in a Reform ceremony in 
England to a fellow-Kibbutzmk, who 
happened to be a Kohein. knowing 
full well that no Orthodox rabbi would 
marry a Kohein and a giores. Compli
cating her case was the fact that 
Rabbi Goren's conversion certificate 
contained the qualification, "not valid 
outside oflsrael." On the basis of that 
qualification, her children were sub
sequently refused registration in an 
Orthodox day school in England. 
Mrs. Cohen then brought civil suit to 
force the Reis Din of the United Syna
gogue to recognize her conversion. 

Now. admittedly, the qualification 
on Mrs. Cohen's conversion docu
ment was a halachic farce, an inno
vation accepted only by Rabbi Goren. 
Rabbi Goren's explanation-Le .. that 
living in modern Israel is itself a con
stant statement of Jewishness 
whereas a convert living abroad 
needs to constantly reaffirm his new 
religious affiliation-is without basis 
or precedent. First. the acceptance of 
mitzvos is the criterion for conversion, 
not "Jewish identity"-whether ex
pressed in UJA giving. synagogue 
membership. or belonging to a Jew
ish country club. Secondly. it is only 
the convert's intentions at the time of 
conversion that are relevant to deter
mining the validity of the conver
sion-no reaffirmation is ever 
needed. Subsequent behavior is rel
evant only for the light it might cast 
on the convert's intentions with re
spect to initial acceptance of mitzva 
observance. As applied to Mrs. 
Cohen, both her living situation at the 
time of conversion and her actions 
immediately thereafter show she 
never Intended to fully accept the 
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yoke of mitzvos. and neither she nor 
Landau attempt to prove otherwise. 
So the bottom line is that Paula 
Cohen should never have been con
verted. In any case. neither she nor 
her children are Jewish. 

"Who is a Jew" and the Schism 

L andau concludes his discus
sion of the impending schism 
with the discussion of the tu

mult over efforts to pass the so-called 
"Who is a Jew" Law in 1990 and a 
number of cases dealing with the rec
ognition of Reform converts under the 
Israeli Law of Return. Despite the fer
vid emotions aroused by the "Who is 
a Jew" Law, the entire discussion is 
almost entirely irrelevant to the issue 
of schism. Landau himself rightly 
notes that who is called a Jew under 
the Law of Return of the State Ofls
rael was, and remains, a matter of 
little direct bearing to most 
Chareidim. No Chareidi would ever 
rely on the Israeli passport in deter
mining the halachlc status of a con
vert. Only the National Religious 
Party. whose ideology imbues the 
modem state with religious signifi
cance, finds the disparity between the 
definition of a Jew in the Law of Re
turn and halacha to be a matter of 
grave concern. 

The influx of thousands of immi
grants from the Soviet Union, a sig
nificant percentage of them not Jew-

!sh or of doubtful halachic status, 
might have been thought to give new 
relevance to the definition of Jew in 
the Law of Return were it not for the 
fact that the Law is so porous that not 
being Jewish is no bar. Under tqe Law 
it is sufficient to have had one Jew
ish grandparent. or to be the spouse 
of someone with one Jewish grand
parent, or to be a family member of 
that spouse. 

In the course of his discussion of 
the "Who is a Jew" Law, Landau does 
not hesitate to repeat a canard that 

Landau thus joins a long 
line of critics of Judaism, 
going back to the first 
Christians, who have 
chosen to attack Judaism 
for the cruelty of the law. 

was one of the primary sources of 
misunderstanding during the whole 
controversy: the claim that at issue 
was the halachic status of Reform 
and Conservative Jews per se. He 
writes: "If a [Reform or Conservative] 
rabbi is not considered legitimate. 
then, by very brief extension. nor are 
his congregants, [including] those 
born Jewish." What that "very brief 
extension" is, Landau does not say. 
Twenty pages later. he hlmself quotes 
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the succinct refutation of this charge 
by British Chief Rabbi Jonathan 
Sacks: "Reform Jews are Jews. but 
Reform Judaism is not Judaism. 111is 
is not a contradiction but a statement 
of the fact that the tradition is con
structed in terms of a [Jewish people] 
united by halacha" 

POSTSCRIPT 

S everal years ago, Landau 
asked me how a university
educated person could identify 

with the Chareidicommunity.1 did not 
engage hlm in theological disputation, 
but answered simply that one finds in 
the Chareidi world a type of tzaddik 
found nowhere else. Some are famous, 
some not, but all are characterized by 
their mesiras nejesh. the internal con
sistency of their lives, and their ability 
to rise above all considerations of self 
in evaluating a situation. He thought 
for a minute before replying. "Yes. 
That's the hardest thing for me to deal 
with." Indeed. • 
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Bergen Belsen, the myth still pre
vails that the only conttibution 
that fervently Orthodox Jews 
made to World War II was their 
fueling of the vatious cremato
Iia-a tragic loss that could 
have been prevented, had Or
thodox Europe been more in 
touch with reality and less 
deluded by blind faith. But 
conventional wisdom does 

Binyamin JolkOVBky, now living ln 
Brooklyn. is a free~lance writer 
whose most recent contribution to 
these pages was MSacred Legacy or 
Photo Opportunity,~ June. '93. 

not always ring true under closer 
analysis. 

Award-winning Haaretzjoumalist 
and Israeli histotian Tom Segev has 
penned an authotitative, objective 
work that may once and for all ex
plode the myth that settlement in Pal
estine, either duting the Holocaust or 
even immediately preceding, was an 
option for Orthodox Jews, or, for that 
matter, any group other than those 
deemed worthy of immlgration by the 
Zionist elite. 

In 'The Seventh Million: 'The Israelis 
and the Holocaust (Hill & Wang, 1993, 
592 pp., $27.50), Segevpointsactiti
cal finger at the pre-State Zionist 
leadership, recasting their noble im
age of having been a lone island of 
concern, brotherhood, and areivus 
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(communal responsibility) in a sea of 
indifference, to that of shrewd deal
ers who deliberately forsook the de
mands of their brethrens' survival. 
From thousands of pages of newly 
declassified documents, as well as 
diaries and interviews, Segev's re
search has unearthed evidence that 
had the Zionist leadership so desired, 
they could have ensured that hun
dreds of thousands of Jews who faced 
certain extinction in war-ravaged Eu
rope would have survived, perma
nently altering the face of Jewry and 
the course of history. 

Worse, in attempt to maximize the 
likelihood of seeing Herzl's Judenstaat 
come to fiuition, the Zionist executive 
took it upon itself to play G-d, assess
ing an individual's intrinsic value 
against a yardstick of how effectively 
he would promote their long-term 
goals. Thus, as Segev's findings dem
onstrate, the Chareidim of pre-War 
Europe were hardly masters of their 
own fate; they were, at best, an insig
nificant footnote in the Zionists' 
agenda for realizing statehood. 

I. THE "NEW JEW" AND 
NAZI GERMANY 

U ntil World War II, the Yishuv 
in Palestine enjoyed strong 
diplomatic relations with 

Germany, which operated two consu
lates within the borders of the British 
mandate. Initially, the pre-State Zion
ist leadership attempted to exploit 
these ties, to foster their dream, even 
while the world at large eyed suspi
ciously the emerging Third Reich, 
viewing its blueprint, Mein Kampf. as 
either a wild-eyed, evil fantasy, or 
worse, a portent of the inevitable 
doom of the Jews of Germany. By 
contrast, the Zionist elite looked at 
the same situation and envisioned
in the words of David Ben Gurion in 
1933-"a fertile force for Zionism." 
(Segev, p. 18, citing: Teveth, Kinas 
David. p. 284) 

Indeed, several senior Zionistlead
ers traveled to Germany in the early 
30s to assess the feasability of imple
menting Ben Gurion's plans. Typical 
was the report of writer and Mapai 
activist Moshe Beilinson to Berl 
Katznelson, editor of Davar: "The 
streets are paved with more money 
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than we have ever dreamed of in the 
history of our Zionist enterprise. Here 
is an opportunity to build and flour
ish like none we have ever had or ever 
will have." (Ibid., p. 18) 

The first steps toward maximizing 
that "opportunity" came a few 
months after Hitler's rise to power. 
Arthur Ruppin, a Prussian-born 
economist and jurist who had helped 
found Tel Aviv, sought to lure a seg
ment of German Jewish society that 
would be critical in constructing a 
Western-type civilization: wealthy 
professionals and the intelligentsia. 

By the time Ruppin arrived in Ber
lin, thousands of Jewish profession
als-professors, doctors, lawyers. 
judges, civil servants, teachers-had 
been discharged. 

The myth still prevails that the 
only contribution that fervently 
Orthodox Jews made to World 
War II was their fueling of the 
various crematoria-a tragic 
loss that could have been 
prevented, had Orthodox 
Europe been more in touch 
with reality and less deluded 
by blind faith. But conventional 
wisdom does not always ring 
true under closer analysis. 

On August 7, 1933, Segev writes. 
Ruppin met with members of the Nazi 
finance ministry to negotiate an agree
ment whereby, in exchange for the 
right to emigrate, eachJewwould ship 
to Palestine merchandise worth some 
$5,000. (Segev describes the venture 
in detail on page 21.) The transaction. 
called haavara (transfer). would be to 
the financial and social benefit ofboth: 
the Nazis wanted the Jews out of Ger
many. and the Zionists wanted their 
wealth in Palestine. 

But as the atrocities against Jews 
in the Third Reich mounted, many in 
the Zionist leadership questioned the 
rationale-and, indeed, the moral 
ramifications-of allowing Jewish 

money to aid those who had designed 
a "final solution" to the Jewish "prob
lem." As a result, many senior Zion
ist leaders took a diametrically oppo
site approach and proposed a world
wide Jewish boycott against the Ger
man8--{)nly further enraging the Na
zis. This assertiveness was consistent 
with the emergence of the "New Jew," 
as propagated by the Zionist ideo
logues: No longer would the descen
dants of Abraham walk with their 
heads bowed in subservience. Some
how. as the advent of a Jewish home
land appeared closer, a false sense of 
security enveloped its proponents. 

A number of Orthodox rabbis ag
gressively battled secular Jewry on 
this front, maintaining that such 
abrasive actions would only antago
nize the German leadership-which 
it did. In time, Ben Gurion came 
around to accepting their view. 
Speaking to the Vaad Leumi (National 
Council) in 1935, he cautioned 
against taking any action against 
Hitler, fearing his retaliation. 

Ben Gurion's concerns, however, 
were not for the potential loss of Jew
ish life. They focused on the potential 
loss of eligible emigrants. Writes 
Segev (p. 26): 

"Ben Gurion saw the debate be
tween rescue and boycott as a debate 
between Zionism and assimilation, 
between national interests of Jewish 
settlement in Palestine and the inter
national war against anti-Semitism. 
The assumption implicit in his words 
was that the war against anti
Semitism was not part of the Zionist 
mission." 
It was this rationale, Segev asserts 

(p. 28). that led Ben Gurion to declare 
onDecember7, 1938: 

"If I knew that it was possible to 
save all the children in Germany by 
transporting them to England, but 
only half of them by transporting 
them to Palestine. I would choose the 
second-because we face not only the 
reckoning of these children, but the 
historical reckoning of the Jewish 
people." (p. 28) 

For Ben Gurion. Zionism was not 
just a means of preserving Jewish life; 
it had become the central reason for 
Jewish existence. 

After Kristallnacht. in November of 
1938, Ben Gurion commented that 
"the human conscience" might bring 
various countries to open their doors 
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toJewishrefugeesfromGermany.As 
Segev notes, Ben Gurion saw this as 
a threat, and warned that if this were 
the case, then "Zionism is in danger!" 
(ibid.) 

The original concept of Zionism, 
then, had scarcely little to do with 
"Zion" in any way other than location. 
Nor much to do with Judaism. as ei
ther a religion or an identity. 

ll. SELECTING SURVIVORS 

E uropean Jewish emigration to 
Palestine remained one of the 
few plausible options that 

could have prevented certain death 
for those caught in the Nazi noose. 
While for many, the Zionist executive 
held the key to life. that door would 
be opened selectively, only for those 
who were deemed appropriately wor
thy-individuals who could contrtb
ute to the emerging nation. 

"As the recognized representative of 
the Y"ishuv," wrttes Segev, the Jewish 
Agency had received from the British 
the right to distrtbute the quota ofim
migration certificates allocated by the 
British. But the British allowed only a 
limited number of Jews to immigrate. 
The question eventually arose over 
haapala, illegal immigration, as a 
means of mass rescue. 

The establishment "tended to view 
the Jewish Agency as a national, 
quasi-governmental institution that 
drew its authority from the British. Its 
capacity for action, then, largely de
pended on its cooperation with au
thorities" (p. 41). 

Thus. Ben Gurion and virtually all 
of the Zionist elite believed that re
sorting to haapala would have risked 
a Jewish homeland coming to frui
tion-a situation they could not allow 
to arise. 

After the War. in 1949, Yochanan 
Bader, a leading Herut politician, ar
gued, "We might have been able to 
save millions, or at least hundreds of 
thousands. more Jews" (ibi.c/J. Segev 
notes that Bader's statement may 
have been slightly exaggerated, but 
his underlying premise is, nonethe
less, accurate. 

"WithJewishAgency support," ob
serves Segev, "haapala could have 
brought more people than it did. But 
it was not at the top of the Jewish 
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Agenda's priorities. partly because of 
Ben Gurion's opposition. In hind
sight. the Agency's policy seems to 
have been a tenible mistake." (p. 42) 

Another controversial aspect of the 
Zionist-run immigration policies was 
the selection of candidates for immi
gration: 

"In parceling out the immigration 
certificates, they gave preference to 
those who could play a role in their 
program for building the country. 
They preferred young Zionists, ideally 
with agricultural training or at least a 
willingness to work the land. They did 
not ignore the tribulations of the Jews 
of Europe, and from time to time they 
told one another that the permits 
should also be given to people in need 
who might not advance the Zionist 
enterprise; but when it came to actu
ally choosing the immigrants, their 
chief consideration was how to meet 
the needs of the new society." (p. 42) 
And where did all of this leave 

those who were not perfect Zionist 
specimens. but, nonetheless. wished 
to settle in Palestine? Initially, I 0% of 
the entry visas were reserved for Re
ligious Zionists. and only 6% to mem
bers of Agudath Israel, but even this 
proportion was not honored. And 
during the War. this assignment of 
places was altogether forgotten. 

A five-page memorandum entitled 
"Comments on Aid and Rescue," 
authored at the beginning of 1943 by 
Apolinari Harglass. a Zionist activist 
from Poland who coordinated the 
Jewish Agency Rescue Committee's 
work, goes further in exposing the se
lection process. As Segev notes (p. 
99). the memorandum was likely 
meant for Zionist eyes only: 

"Whom should we save? ... Should 
we help everyone in need, without re
gard to the quality of the people? 
Should we not give this activity a Zi
onist-national character and try fore
most to save those who can be of use 
to the Land of Israel and to Jewry? ... 
[l]t seems cruel to put the question in 
this form, but unfortunately we must 
state that if we were able to save only 
10,000 people from among the 50,000 
who can contribute to building the 
country and the national revival of the 
people, as against saving a million 
Jews who will be a burden, or at best 
an apathetic element, we must re
strain ourselves and save the 1 O ,000 
that can be productive from among 
50,000--d.espite the accusations and 
pleas of the million. 

"I take comfort from the fact that it 
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With Jewish Agency 

support, haapala (illegal 

immigration) could have 

brought more people than it 

did. But it was not at the top of 

the Jewish Agenda's priorities. 

In hindsight, the Agency's 

policy seems to have been a 

terrible mistake."-Segev 

will be impossible to apply this harsh 
principle 100 percent and that the 
million will get something also. But 
let us see that it does not get too 
much." 
The memorandum continues by 

delineating the criteria for those most 
suited for rescue: 

"We must save the children first, 
because they are the best material for 
the Yishuu. The pioneer youth must 
be saved, but specifically those who 
have received training and are spiritu
ally able to perform Zionist labor. Zi
onist leaders must be saved, since 
they deserve something from the Zi
onist movement in returnfor their 
work .... (italics mine) 

"The immigrants who have come 
via Teheran also demonstrate what 
distressing results arise from immi
gration without proper selection. 
Along with the pioneers and Zionist 
leaders come masses of people who 
have no connection with Zionism. 
people who are completely demoral
ized in the national sense." 
In keeping with the Scriptural dic

tum ofm:i >rn-"And you shall live by 
them"-Rabbi Yitzchak Meir Levin of 
the Agudath Israel World Movement 
was among the staunchest propo
nents of life before Land and ideology. 
In a debate with members of the Zi
orlist elite in January. 1943, he pro
posed that money earmarked for the 
Jewish National Fund instead be in
vested into a rescue effort. He was 
joined by Golda Meir, but fierce oppo
sition, as was to be expected, came 
from Yitzchak Gruenbaum, a mem
ber of the Zionist executive: 

"I think it is necessary to state 
here-Zionism is above everything. 

They will say that I am anti-Semitic, 
that I don't want to save the Exile, that 
I don't have a 'varm Yid.dis he hartz.' 
Let them say what they want. I will not 
demand the Jewish Agency allocate a 
sum of 300,000 or 100,000 pounds 
sterling to help European Jewry. And 
I think that whoever demands such 
things is performing an anti-Zionist 
act." (p. 102) 
Of the exchange. Segev observes 

(ibid): 
"It is difficult to compute how 

much money the 'Yishuv' actually 
spent on saving Jews; the total comes 
to several million dollars. according 
to one reckoning-about a quarter of 
the entire Jewish Agency budget. Sig
nificantly more was spent on buying 
land and establishing settlements." 
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ill. THE ORTHODOX APPROACH: 
RESCUE AS AN IMPERATIVE 

W hile Rabbi Yitzchak Meir 
Levin battled secular Jew
ish apathy in the Middle 

East, his ideological counterparts 
faced similar challenges in America. 
As the war raged on, the bearded 
faces of senior Roshei Yeshiva and 
their disciples were a common sight 
in the corrtdors of power, fighting for 
relaxed entry requirements, the ex
tending of additional visas by Allled 
nations-even paying ransom. 

Rather than joining Orthodox ef
forts-many of them illegal-the 
secular leaders of American Jewry 
opted instead to undermine them. 
Fearing aggressive activism would ul
timately lead to increased levels of 
anti-Semitism, the secular Jewish 
establishment insisted that American 
Jewry simply back the Allled war ef
fort without pushing any specifically 
Jewish agenda. (In one of the more 
telling war-time episodes, the Zeirei 
Agudath Israel headquarters in Man
hattan was picketed in 1941 by the 
secular Jewish-run Joint Boycott 
Council and its head, Dr. Joseph 
Tenenbaum, for defying the council's 
mandate. TheAgudah's crime? Send
ing food parcels to starving Jews in
terred in the Nazi ghettos.) 

Dr. Steven S. Wise, American 
Jewry's foremost spokesman of the 
period and a confidant to FDR put it 
succinctly, "We are Americans. first, 
last. and all the time. Nothing else that 
we are, whether by faith or race or fate, 
qualifies our Americanism." (From his 
remarks to the American Emergency 
Committee for Zionists in 1941, cited 
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in Dr. David Kranzler's 'Thy Brother's 
Blood: the Orthodox Jewish Response 
During The Holocaust Mesorah Publi
cations, 1987, p. 66). 

This prevailing creed translated 
into the absolute refusal to pressure 
the Allied powers or join in illegal res
cue activity-even as their co-reli
gionists were being carted off daily to 
their inevitable deaths. 

While the secular Jewish establish
ment did operate such relief organiza
tions as the American Jewish Joint 
Distribution Committee, Hebrew 
Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society, 
and the World Jewish Congress, itwas 
the Orthodox-run Vaad Hatzolah and 
Zeirei Agudath Israel that went the ex
tra mile, using any tactic possible to 
save Jewish Uves, including the cre
ation of an international network of 
rescue activists, and use of fictitious 
bank accounts, forged papers, and il
legal cash transfers. 

As historian Dr. David Kranzler ob
serves in his 'ThyBrother'sBlood(p. 1): 

"The Orthodox, so often deni
grated for being anti-progressive, pre
sented the greatest paradox, for while 
their formulas for rescue were rooted 
in the past, their demands and 
thoughts were simultaneously the 
most immediate and realistic. Quite 
simply, they demanded action now, to 
correspond virtually minute-by
minute with the deepening mire in 
Europe." (emphasis in the original) 
Rooted in the pasuk, "Lo saamod 

al dam rei'acha" (Vayikra, 19, 16), 
whereby saving a Ufe takes priority 
over all other considerations, the Or· 
thodox response during the Holo
caust transcended party lines. Dis
criminated against for clinging to the 
"ancient ways" of the Torah, they 
might likewise have focused only on 
"their own." The Orthodox, however, 
did not limit their help. Their only cri
terion for extending aid was the 
recipient's Jewishness, period. 

Each of the other "rescue groups" 
had ideological limitations that pre
cluded their consolidating in a joint 
effort: the Zionists insisting on target -
ing Palestine as their central concern; 
the Jewish Labor Committee, on ex
cluding Communists and members 
of other radical groups: the American 
Jewish Committee, among others, on 
adhering to legalistic guidelines re
garding rescue methods, and the ex-
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clusion of the political issue of Pales
tine. Only the Orthodox had no such 
compunctions (ibid., p. 70). 

The Orthodox resolve to form a 
united Jewish front ultimately re
sulted in the belated formation in 
1944 of the War Refugee Board, the 
governmental agency for rescuing 
European Jewry. Even after its cre
ation, the watchful eye of Orthodox 
activists-including senior Roshei Ye
shiva-did not blink; as Dr. Kranzler 
documents in Thy Brother's Blood, 
''The Board was often beleaguered 
with bureaucracy and needed the 
constant nudging of outsiders to prod 
it along." 

Rescue F;fforts on the Continent 

Tie view of selfless devotion to 
ewish rescue-often at the 
hreat of imprisonment and 

death-was not limited to the shores 
of America. In Europe and Turkey, 
rescue efforts by the Gaon, Rabbi 
Michael Ber Weissmandl. 7"~, Mrs. 
Recha Sternbuch, ;i")), and Dr. 
Yaakov Griffel, 7"~. resulted in the 
saving of tens of thousands of Jewish 
lives. (Rabbi Weissmandl's agonizing 
efforts are fully documented in The 
Unheeded Cry, by Abraham Fuchs, 
1984, MeGorah Publications, Ltd. 
Recha Stembuch's incredible story, 
detailing her boldly successful rescue 
activities and post-War refugee work, 
is told in Heroine of Rescue, by Jo
seph Friedenson and Dr. David 
Kranzler, 1984, Mesorah.) 

Although he made a career of ra
tionalizing the inaction of the Zionist 
establishment and its sympathizers. 
historian Professor Yehudah Bauer 
could not ignore the heroic attempts 
of Rabbi Weissmandl and his under
ground network of activists. Writes 
Professor Bauer in his noted work, 
Holocaust in Historical Perspective 
(University of Washington Press, 
1978, p. 189): "It seems strange that 
the very sensible idea of using Allied 
military power to prevent the murder 
of Hungarian Jews should have oc
curred first to an ultra-Orthodox Slo
vak rabbi, but thatis a fact." 

As pathetic as it now seems, many 
other plans put forth by Rabbi 
Weissmandl-which contemporary 
scholars with 20 /20 hindsight now 
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assert could have succeeded, had 
they enjoyed a united Jewish back
ing-were not executed because of 
anti-religious bias and a secular lead
ership that was more interested in 
furthering its own ideological agen
das than in rescuing their innocent 
brethren. 

Another extraordinary war-time 
rescue activist was Dr. Yaakov 
Griffel. whose biography, Dateline: 
Istanbul authored by the editor of 
Dos Yiddishe Vort, Joseph Frieden
son, was recently published by 
Mesorah Publications. Griffel. a scion 
of a wealthy Chassidic family, and a 
lawyer by training, personified the in
dividual who fully fathomed the awe
some responsibility of his mission of 
pikuach nefesh, and lived up to its 
demands. Though brought to 
Istanbul as a representative of the 
Agudath Israel World Organization to 
the Jewish Agency's Vaad Hatzolah, 
Griffel made it clear to his superiors 
that-unlike any of his colleague&
he would not serve merely as a lackey 
working for party concerns. Rather, 
he would strive to be an emissary of 
rescue for every one of his co-religion
ists trapped in the Nazi hellhole, Or
thodox as well as secular. The 
Agudah readily agreed. 

Friedenson documents testimony 
from a wide range of war-time per
sonalities how, from the moment of 

his arrival, Griffel's days were spent 
implementing the most effective 
means of guaranteeing refugee res
cue. Griffel would not hesitate to vio
late narrow bureaucratic rules estab
lished by the Vaad, and followed with 
meticulous zeal by its members. 

At night, Griffel would fall into an 
exhausted sleep at his office desk in
stead of wasting precious minutes 
traveling to and from his comfortable 
hotel room. Such practices earned 
him unanimous respect. He often 
had to put up with cat-and-mouse 
games with jealous colleagues whose 
"productivity level," as monitored by 
the Jewish Agency, understandably 
fell significantly short of his. Ulti
mately, however, he did inspire an in
crease in their collective efforts. 

Nearly three generations have 
passed since the last bombs 
of World War II exploded, and 

the final clouds of smoke trailed from 
Auschwitz's chimneys. As the years 
pass, fragmentary reminiscences of 
Holocaust survivors and their imme
diate families have inevitably begun 
to give way to objective analysis by 
disinterested historians. Conse
quently, secular Jewry's hidden se
crets of inaction and apathy finally 
have surfaced. As the facts become 
more widespread, they will dispel the 
tenacious myths of slander. such as 
those propagated by Heilman and 
other sociologists and professional 
commentators on the current scene. 

Though truth is often hard to ac
cept, it is ultimately inescapable. • 
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to the 

Editor 
LETTING THE POUTICOS KNOW 

WE'RE HERE 

To the Editor: 
Thank you for publishing Mr. 

Zwiebel's "Dear Mrs. Clinton" letter 
(May '93). It really brings home the 
need for us to remind bureaucrats, 
legislators and administrators of the 
Jewish position on issues before they 
cast policy in bronze. 

Everyone seems to forget to ask 
Jews how even what is perceived to be 
a simple decision can affect them. For 
example, the California Medical Asso
ciation scheduled their 1994 annual 
meeting for the same time as Passover. 
When brought to their attention, they 
changed the meeting dates. But a lot 
of extra could have been have been 
avoided if they had asked before they 
booked the hotels, etc. 

Thank you for being our Shomer 
on the national level. 
DAVID KNETzER, ExECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

SAN DIEGO COUN1Y 
MEDICAL Soc!E1Y 

San Diego, CA 

LETTER RE: LETTERS RE: 
CHlLDREN OF DIVORCE 

To the Editor: 
It was a pleasure to see 'The Jew

ish Obseroer devoting space to the 
problem of parental cruelty to their 
children during a divorce ("Two Ex's 
and a Why?", JO Mar. '93; Letters, 
Jun. '93). Many parents (and their 
associates) fuil to realize that attempt
ing to turn a child against another 
parent or parental fighting in front of 
the children can. and often does, 
cause tremendous psychological 
harm. 
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Only Dr. Wilder's response to a let
ter focused on a major part of the 
problem: the parents involved are 
blinded by hatred. They are so lost in 
emotion that they cannot avoid mak
ing their house into a verbal battle
ground, and one tries to tum the chil
dren against the other in the mis
guided belief that the children will be 
better off in the long run. However, 
even in such a confused mental state. 
the parents must still answer to 
simple self-interest: the children who 
are being torn apart today will be 
adults tomorrow, and will respect nei
ther parent when the dust has 
settled. When parental authmity is 
used to destroy parental authmity, it 
succeeds. Both ways. 

l thank Hashem for giving me two 
parents who, if they had to divorce, 
did it rtght. Their arguments were so 
well-hidden that we, the children, still 
don't know when or where they ever 
happened. During and after their 
marrtage, each parent encouraged us 
only to love and respect the other. 
When they did indeed separate, cus
tody was divided in a stable and eq
uitable arrangement. 

The results were hardly surprtsing. 
As my parents finished off their di
vorce settlement two years after their 
separation (a settlement whose details 
are still largely unknown to us), my 
tenth-grade sister, in total innocence, 

asked my mother to invite a fuend's 
mother over to the house and to give 
her some fuendly advice on how to go 
through the same process without 
scarrtng her daughter-ample evi
dence that it is possible for parents to 
divorce without destroying the respect 
the respect their children have for 
them. Yet I. a ba'al teshuva, am well 
aware that my parents stand leaps 
and bounds ahead of many glatt-Ko
sher .frum ex-families in this area. 

To the parent undergoing divorce: 
think of your children as the adults 
they will be be a decade from now. If 
you want them to grow up to respect 
you, then not a negative word about 
the other parent must pass our lips. 
It's that simple. If you try to destroy 
the connection between your ex
spouse and your children, you may or 
may not succeed. But in either case, 
no matter how much the kinderlach 
may love you, they will always hate 
you for making them choose. 

When it comes to fighting, even 
families with no thought of divorce 
must be extremely careful. I once 
dealt with a homesick child in camp 
who (quite probably correctly) be
lieved that his presence in the house 
at least lessened the severity of his 
parents' verbal warfare, which after 
every battle left them less able to care 
for several days as they licked thetr 
wounds. Upon meeting them, I soon 
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realized that they share a loving rela
tionship, and have no clue what their 
ten-year-old son is thinking while 
they fight They will remain together, 
Bezras Hashem. but their arguments 
may permanently injure their son. 

The Gemora does not refer to mitz
vos lo taaseh when speaking of "eat
ing their fruits in this world," and in
deed the only "benefit" here from 
avoiding lashon hara. hotzo'as sheim 
ra., and an atmosphere of tension in 
the home is a normal, loving relation
ship with one's children over the long 
term, relatively untarnished by di -
vorce. But the parent who drags cllil
dren into the process will never er!ioy 
that relationship. Ever. And maybe, 
Dr. Wikler, that stark reality will scare 
someone straight-and save a child. 

NAME WlTI!HEW ON REQUEST 
Spring Valley, NY 

RESPONSE TO LETTERS ON 
MIRIAM ADAHAN'S ARTICLE 

To the Editor: 
Having suffered from childless

ness of fourteen years. l was very 
moved by Miriam Adahan's article 
(JO, Jan. '93) which specifically ad
dresses the pain and the needs of the 
single or childless Jewish women. It 
was Rabbi Naftali Bassman's letter 
{Apr. '93), however. which prompted 
me to write to you. 

Rabbi Bassman 's assertion that 
'The spiritually/ emotionally healthy 
person acknowledges his pain. learns 
to balance it with joy and with inner 
peace; to utilize it to further accom
plishment'' is, in essence, true. In re
ality, however, I have found that in 
order to reach this high level of 
ruchnius. a person who suffers. gen-
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erally needs emotional and spiritual 
support from his or her environment. 
During my years of childlessness, I 
used to spend many hours listening 
to tapes and reading books articles, 
especially on mussar and hashkaja. 
I was seeking hope. faith, encourage
ment and guidance in my situation, 
and I wanted to receive these from a 
Torah authority. I heard many lec
tures and read articles addressed to 
Jewish mothers, with advice geared 
to helping them deal with their spe
cillc problems, wishing to share the 
problems of broken nights, child dis
cipline. fatigue, stress and the other 
problems that Jewish mothers may 
have to endure. How I yearned for 
somebody to help me deal with my 
specific problems of despair, isola
tion. pain, depression, and most im
portant of all. with my feelings of"fail
ure" at not having been able to fulfill 
my tachlis as a Jewish woman. After 
all. my education and environment 
prepared me for a purpose in life 
which, through no fault of my own. 1 
was unable to fulfill. I felt that I was 
lacking guidance on how to deal with 
a life without children within a frame
work that was specillcally geared to, 
and revolved around, motherhood 
and children. 

It is my understanding that a lot of 
progress has been made in this area, 
especially in large Jewish communi
ties in the USA and Israel. However, 
having suffered from this problem 
while living in a small European com
munity, 1 had no access to the sup
port systems that are presently avail
able. in certain communities, to the 
Orthodox Jewish public with specific 
problems and needs. I was therefore 
very grateful to read MiriamAdahan's 
article, which treated the topic with 
dignity and sensitivity, and was avail
able to people who don't live in Baro 
Park or in Monsey. 

I found Rabbi Bassman's sugges
tions very helpful, and 1 would cer
tainly welcome articles addressing 
these issues of global pain which he 
described. However. this does not de
tract from the necessity to address 
the needs of special groups, such as 
the handicapped, the sick, the wid
owed. the parents of "special" chil
dren. the single, the childless, be
reaved parents. etc. I believe that 
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people with "special problems" re
quire very specific advice, encourage
ment and Torah guidance. Not al
ways, and not evezywhere, is this type 
of help available, and so reading such 
articles in a magazine of the high cali
bre of 1he Jewish Observer is most 
helpful. 

As to being "singled out," there is 
noway to deny it--0urvery situation 
singles us out. Ignoring the situation 
does not detract from the pain or help 
us in coping with our nisayon; it may 
even make us feel more isolated and 
push us to the pertphery of Jewish 
society. However, since dealing with 
the matter on a personal basis may 
be uncomfortable, difficult, or even 
impossible for some people, making 
advice available in the form of an ar
ticle in a reputable Orthodox maga
zine is, in my opinion, the best way of 
making such knowledge and guid
ance available to people all over the 
world. 

ROCHEL RABINOWITSCH 
Zilrich. SwitzerlW1d 

----------~··---·--

"FAMILY VALUES": CAPTION FOR 
THE PICTURE 

To the Editor: 
We have been receiving IheJewish 

Observer and enjoying it for several 
years now .... Our greatest enjoyment 
has been in your May, '93 lead article, 
"Family Values: A Torah Perspective." 
Firstly, I very much enjoyed and, 
more importantly, appreciated and 
took to heart Rabbi Keller's messages 
about the decadence of modern soci
ety. These are feelings that I feel par
ticularly strongly, as a ba'alas 
teshuva, which has given me particu
larly close opportunities to witness 
the university scene and, in general, 
the excesses to which the modern 
world is prone. "Modern"? What a 
strange name for a world that is re
verting back to CDnaW1and its ways. 

Even so, the most interesting point 
about the article was one of its pho
tographs. On page six is a scene of a 
family sitting down to a Shabbos 
meal. They are hearing Kiddushfrom 
Zeide. Let me take pleasure in cluing 
you in as to who these people are. The 
Bobbe and Zeide are the photo
grapher's parents. The wife and chi!-
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dren belong to the photographer, and 
the father is none other than my fa
ther-in-law! )~ou may find a similar 
photograph in a small book entitled 
Religinns of the World: Judaism, hy 
Myer Domnitz. TI1ere, you may also 
find a picture of our chuppa. (When 
you next browse tlrrough a travel bro
chure and are attracted by a lone 
palm tree and a vast ex"J)anse of deep 
blue waters, know that it may be the 
Caribbean as the brochure indicates, 
or it may be Majorra or a host of other 
tropical spots. l)o not l1unt in vai11 to 
climb that tree!) 

My father-·ir1-]a\v and mother-in
law are English. and did not raise 
their children in i\n1erica. where the 
spiral downwards is faster than any
where else. but their story is typical 
of our world today. Their son, my 
husband, is in koUeL their younger 
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son is Jewish, and, Baruch Hashem, 
married Jewish. Thetr older son is a 
statistic. (May Moshiach soon come, 
and Ezra's toka.na be re-instated!) 
Thetr story is modem Jewish society 
in microcosm, and hence the article 
took on even greater meaning for me 
and for all my family. Indeed, it is a 
lesson to us all. The sons are teach
ing the fathers. Minimal Jewish affili
ation can produce more generations 
of Jews or it can cause us to lose some 
of our precious sons. Our affiliation 
must be strong, deep, and meaning
ful, both for ourselves and our chil
dren. In educating our youth, we 
must declare our deep and abiding 
allegiance to Hashem with love and 
intensity. "Armchair Judaism" is a 
dangerous road that we dare not 
tread. Let us arm ourselves and wait 
in anticipation for the coming of 
Moshiachsoon, in our days. 

NAME WTlliHEill ON REQUEST 
Glasgow, Scotland 

COMMENT ON NEED FOR 
WOMEN'S PRAYER GROUPS 

To the Editor: 
I read your article, "When Women's 

Prayers are Well Received" (JO Mar. 
'93), and was stunned! Do Jewish 
women need to find self-expression in 
a man's realm? Hashem created us 
differently with different needs and in
dividual avenues of self-fulfillment. Do 
these women deny this difference? Is 
it possible that they feel that although 
we are different physically, that we are 
the same emotionally and spiritually? 
I feel that these women, instead of be
ing mistakenly helped to find 
"Halachic Avenues" for this wrong ex
pression of themselves as Jewish 
women, should instead be given an 
experienced teacher to help them 
grapple with their obvious lack of self
worth, within the Orthodox Torah 
framework. These women, by trying to 
utilize the men's forum for spiritual 
growth, are saying that there is no ef
fective, legitimate forum of our own. 

Personally I have always felt the 
intrinsic kovod that the Torah has for 
Jewish women and have never felt 
second place behind the mechitza. 

MOZELLE SERlNA 
Brooklyn, NY 

VICTIMS OF FORGETFULNESS: 
JUST THE LABELS OR SHATNEZ 

TESTING? 

To the Editor: 
Mrs. Weinbach's letter (JO May 

'93) with regard to Shatnez labels has 
prompted me to share a thought with 
your readers. 

I am convinced that the problem is 
that many, many clothes (even from 
heimishe homes) are not tested at all. 
The following is the proof. 

Take almost any town and esti
mate the number of men, women and 
children from heimishe homes. Then 
let us say on average two new gar
ments per person are bought each 
year. Now calculate the total number 
of garments that should have been 
tested (even excluding special manu
facturers). 

How many full-time Shatnez 
testers are needed to cope with this 
theoretical demand? Even on a full
time basis, without holidays and Sun
days there are only approximately 300 
days per year in which to test. 

How many such full-time testers 
are there in your town? 

Halevoithe problem were only for
getting to put the labels on. One tester 
recently told me that on a number of 
occasions he has tested "second
hand clothes" for shipment to Eretz 
Yisroel and has found Shatnez. 

Maybe the Rabbonim or Askonim 
could start keeping lists and publicize 
statistics in each town. 

N. M. HALPERN 
Manchester, England 

Editor's Note: 

Letters to the editor must be 
signed to be considered for pub
lication. Names can then be 
withheld upon request. 
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